
Case Study

Succeeding where others have failed 
AMT’s production capabilities complied with the most stringent aviation 
standards.

How precision, passion and reliability 
have won AMIAD a growing global 
account

The Challenge
The Company sub-contracted communication antenna parts, which 
it supplies to the aviation industry, to manufacturers of metal parts in 
various locations worldwide. Time and again these parts were received 
defective, and did not comply with the required international and industry 
specific quality standards for precision and finishing.

The Solution
In 2006, the Company’s Israel based R&D center approached AMT 
requesting that it correct the manufacturing flaws in the rejected parts. 
AMT took on the challenge and repaired the faulty parts to the customer’s 
complete satisfaction. The international Company then contracted 
small quantities of more complex parts, mostly prototypes, to AMT for 
production.
These prototypes, manufactured by AMT, met the customer’s satisfaction 
on all parameters - quality, precision and on-schedule delivery. This 
success was leveraged and larger, more complex parts were forwarded 
to AMT until the majority of metal sub-assemblies and products from the 
Israeli R&D center and other U.S. based production facilities were sub-
contracted to AMIAD.

The Customer
 
A global U.S. based worldwide supplier of sophisticated electronic communication equipment, 
including communication antennas which it supplies to the aviation market. The Company, like many 
other multi -national, high-tech OEMs, has an R&D center in Israel.
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Tangible results
AMT’s business approach has proven that innovation, technology and high standards create growth.
Growth for the customer – that supplies top-quality standard compliant, highly accurate precision parts integrated into its final 
products or shipped directly to high-end customers in the aviation industry.
Growth for AMIAD Metal Technologies – that by innovative technology, strict quality assurance procedures and timely delivery, 
increased their base of satisfied customers and won a global account.

www.amiadtech.co.il
Mail: info@amiadtech.co.il

Tel:   +972-4-8210641
Fax: +972-4-8207963

Highly-skilled and dedicated professionals, a state-of-the-art facility and management aligned with its customers’ strategic and 
growth goals have built a network of sound long-term business partnerships that meet the challenges of modern technological 
markets.  

Precision technology: AMT’s state -of- the -art facility introduces cutting-edge technological and precision equipment offering 
diverse manufacturing capabilities and compliance with the most stringent precision standards of the aviation industry.
  CNC working centers with 3, 4 and 5 axis combined with computerized floor
  Multitask CNC machining center
  X, Y, Z measuring machines
  Profile Comparator
  Optical Multisensor Measuring Center

 
Redefining quality: As an AS-9100 ISO 9001:2008 certified for aviation and space industries, AMT applies demanding 
quality management procedures to engineering, production and delivery procedures. 100% quality inspection on raw-materials, 
work in progress, sub-assemblies and finished parts.

Timely delivery: The entire supply -chain complies with crucial time- to -market considerations. Supply and delivery services 
operate 24/7, 365 days a year to satisfy delivery schedules to international destinations.

How?
Precision, Quality, Delivery
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We welcome companies interested in a first-hand view of our work. Please contact:

AMIAD Metal Technologies Ltd.




